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ABSTRACT
The pharmacokinetic (PK) properties of therapeutic antibodies directly affect efficacy, dose and dose
intervals, application route and tissue penetration. In indications where health-care providers and
patients can choose between several efficacious and safe therapeutic options, convenience (determined
by dosing interval or route of application), which is mainly driven by PK properties, can affect drug
selection. Therapeutic antibodies can have greatly different PK even if they have identical Fc domains
and show no target-mediated drug disposition. Biophysical properties like surface charge or hydropho-
bicity, and binding to surrogates for high abundant off-targets (e.g., baculovirus particles, Chinese
hamster ovary cell membrane proteins) were proposed to be responsible for these differences. Here,
we used heparin chromatography to separate a polyclonal mix of endogenous human IgGs (IVIG) into
fractions that differ in their PK properties. Heparin was chosen as a surrogate for highly negatively
charged glycocalyx components on endothelial cells, which are among the main contributors to
nonspecific clearance. By directly correlating heparin retention time with clearance, we identified
heparin chromatography as a tool to assess differences in unspecific cell–surface interaction and the
likelihood for increased pinocytotic uptake and degradation. Building on these results, we combined
predictors for FcRn-mediated recycling and cell–surface interaction. The combination of heparin and
FcRn chromatography allow identification of antibodies with abnormal PK by mimicking the major root
causes for fast, non-target-mediated, clearance of therapeutic, Fc-containing proteins.
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Introduction

Monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) represent an important class
of therapeutics used in a wide variety of diseases.1 Advanced
antibody engineering techniques allow not only humanization
and potency optimization, but also the creation of next-
generation biotherapeutics such as antibody-drug conjugates,
as well as bi- and multi-specific antibodies. This expands the
target space and mechanisms of action of the molecules,
yielding therapeutic proteins with enhanced functionality.
The most prevalent isotype of therapeutic antibody is immu-
noglobulin G (IgG). A striking feature of IgGs is their com-
paratively long in vivo half-live (about 23 days), which often
allows long dose intervals. Long half-live is the result of IgGs
binding to the neonatal Fc receptor (FcRn), which efficiently,
albeit not perfectly, protects antibodies from lysosomal degra-
dation. If target-mediated clearance (or target-mediated drug
disposition, TMDD) can be neglected, antibodies are generally
eliminated through pinocytotic uptake by endothelial cells
and immune cells (monocytes, macrophages).2,3 Pinocytotic
uptake is an unspecific process with high turnover rates by
which essentially all extracellular components are internalized
into endosomes. The endothelial pinocytosis rate has been
estimated at 50 nL/h per 106 cells. With an estimated number

of 6.2 × 1011 endothelial cells per person, an endocytotic
whole body rate of about 0.75 L/d is expected.4,5

Taking into account the additional contribution by hema-
topoietic cells,6 the total pinocytosis rate is expected to be
even higher. Pinocytotic uptake is followed by endosomal
sorting and degradation for most serum proteins.7 Binding
to FcRn at low endosomal pH, however, protects antibodies
(and serum albumin) from degradation, leads to efficient
recycling and consequently to prolonged serum half-life. For
a human IgG, the serum half-life is around 23 days, which is
about 10-fold longer than for IgE or IgD, which have a similar
size but do not bind to FcRn.8 Importantly, the pharmacoki-
netic (PK) clearance of therapeutic antibodies was shown to
span a wide range,9,10 even if such antibodies contain the
same Fc domain and their PK is not influenced by TMDD.

FcRn-mediated recycling can be improved by engineering the
Fc-FcRn binding properties, which has been shown to result in
a reduced clearance and prolonged half-life in vivo.11–14 Efficient
FcRn-mediated antibody recycling relies on a delicate balance
between binding at low endosomal pH and immediate release/
non-binding at serum pH.15,16 Residual binding at serum pH
may be a result of interactions between the constant or the
variable antibody domains with FcRn.11–13,17,18 nonspecific
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factors such as charge and hydrophobicity-related interactions
or polyreactivity in general have been discussed widely to explain
differences in FcRn binding and mAb PK.19–23 In the context of
charge-mediated differences in PK, features such as isoelectric
point (pI), charge and charge distribution have been proposed as
the key biophysical features.20,23,24

Charge-mediated interactions can be connected to
impaired release from FcRn, but also to unspecific interac-
tions with cell surfaces triggering increased pinocytosis.
Vascular endothelial cells, and to a lesser extent also other
antibody-degrading cells such as monocytes and macro-
phages, are coated with a strongly negatively charged glyco-
calyx, comprising, among other constituents, large amounts of
negatively charged oligosaccharides such as heparan and
heparin sulfates.25 It is estimated that the complete vascular
endothelia of a human spans an area of ~750 m2.4 Excessive
binding to these cell-surface structures may increase the like-
lihood of pinocytotic uptake and consequently lead to faster
proteolytic degradation. The binding to highly abundant cell
surface or extracellular matrix structures (nonspecific binding
or polyreactivity) has been proposed to be a major driver for
antibody PK differences.10,21 This led to the development of
various assays to detect and quantify these weak, transient
interactions. Probes such as Baculovirus particles,9 Chinese
hamster ovary (CHO) cell membrane proteins,26 human
embryonic kidney (HEK) cells, and immobilized heparin21

were proposed for such interaction assays. These approaches
help explain why differences in FcRn binding alone cannot
sufficiently describe differences in antibody PK.10,21

State-of-the-art drug discovery technologies allow the gen-
eration and screening of a large number of lead molecules, but
experimental determination of PK properties through in vivo
studies is limited to a small number of candidates for practical
and ethical reasons. For the development of new successful
biotherapeutics, methods to predict the factors that eventually
govern the PK of such proteins are of vital importance.
Traditional FcRn interaction assays, e.g., direct binding via
surface plasmon resonance (SPR) or biolayer interferometry
(BLI), assess FcRn affinity but have difficulty capturing the
very weak affinity and fast dissociation rates from FcRn at
extracellular pH. Correlating one of the SPR or BLI readouts
with actual PK remains a challenging task.27 In contrast, FcRn
affinity chromatography mimics the release process at gradu-
ally increasing pH on a column. This allows repeated bind
and release events over the length of the column and provides
an opportunity for resolving small differences in the FcRn
dissociation mechanism.

Heparin chromatography offers a way to quantify the second
major contributor for antibody PK, namely unspecific, mainly
charge-based glycocalyx interaction. Here, we report the use of
heparin affinity chromatography as a sensitive, high-resolution
tool to separate therapeutic proteins according to their weak
unspecific heparin interactions. Using intravenous immunoglo-
bulin (IVIG) as a model substance for a polyclonal, naturally
occurring, multi-donor, human antibody repertoire, we show
that these polyclonal IgGs, albeit having very similar FcRn bind-
ing properties, can be separated by heparin chromatography into

fractions with significant differences in clearance in wild-type,
human FcRn transgenic, and FcRn knock-out mice. We further
report FcRn and heparin binding data for 131 antibodies that are
either marketed or in clinical development, and show that most
of them fall into a narrow range of heparin and FcRn interaction
strength. The combination of FcRn and heparin chromatogra-
phy, therefore, provides a way to reliably predict the non-TMDD
portion of antibody clearance. The main purpose of this assay
combination is the elimination of antibody lead candidates with
potentially poor PK properties during the lead selection process,
thereby reducing the likelihood of project delays or even failure
due to PK liabilities.

Results

Heparin chromatography as a predictor of antibody
pinocytosis

IVIG is a preparation of human-derived polyclonal antibodies
typically isolated from a pool of >1000 donors. The IgG sub-
classes match those in normal human serum. IVIG contains
about 22% of a high-molecular-weight (HMW) (mostly dimer)
fraction, which is attributed to anti-idiotypic antibody pairs (i.e.,
antibodies that bind to other antibodies in this multi-donor
preparation) or otherwise dimerization-prone antibodies. For
the experiments described in this study, the HMW fraction
was removed via preparative size-exclusion chromatography
(SEC). The resulting monomer fraction was then subjected to
heparin affinity chromatography and separated into three frac-
tions with short, medium and long retention times on a salt
gradient (see Materials and Methods).

Under low-salt conditions, heparin chromatography
retains antibodies even if their affinity to heparin is very
small. Salt-gradient elution then separates antibodies accord-
ing to differences in their binding behavior. In contrast to
direct interaction methods such as SPR or ELISA-type assays,
there are many subsequent binding and release events along
the chromatography column that collectively contribute to the
resolving power of this method. Moreover, chromatography is
a facile, well-established, and robust method that can be used
both for analytical and preparative purposes.

If heparin affinity (as a surrogate readout for cell-surface
binding) plays a significant role in antibody PK, weak and
strong-binding heparin chromatography fractions of IVIG
should show a difference in PK in vivo. To test this hypoth-
esis, we generated three fractions of IVIG, namely fraction 1
(no heparin binding), fraction 2 (the peak fraction) and frac-
tion 3 (the long late-eluting tail, which comprises approxi-
mately 5% of IVIG) (Figure 1). Successful partitioning into
different heparin binding fractions was confirmed by analy-
tical heparin chromatography (Figure 2B). Moreover, an iso-
electric focusing gel showed that the fractions differ notably in
their mean pI (Figure S1). Further characterization of these
fractions by SEC and capillary electrophoresis shows that all
three fractions show a comparably high degree of homogene-
ity, monomer content and a consistently low amount of
fragmentation (Figure S2).
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IVIG shows a narrow distribution on FcRn affinity
chromatography

FcRn affinity chromatography is a simple and sensitive mimic
for the dissociation behavior of antibodies when endosomal
vesicles re-appear at the cell surface. In this assay, samples are
bound to a chromatographic resin at low pH (pH 5.5) and eluted
with a pH gradient up to pH 8.0. Antibodies elute at retention
times that reflect their release behavior during the pH switch
from endosomal to extracellular pH. Antibodies showing
impaired release at extracellular pH have an increased likelihood
to remain bound to the cell surface, and thus have a higher risk
to undergo another round of pinocytosis. As described above,

each pinocytosis event has a certain likelihood to end in the
degrading lysosomes, which negatively impacts in vivo PK.

The unfractionated and heparin-fractionated IVIG samples
were subjected to FcRn affinity chromatography as described
previously.28,29 Surprisingly, the peak widths, i.e., the distribu-
tion of FcRn retention times for all samples, were identical
and nearly as narrow as for a purified mAb (Figure 2). We
used briakinumab and ustekinumab as controls in this experi-
ments because these two mAbs flank a wide range of FcRn
retention times.28 The narrow retention time distribution of
IVIG suggests that the abundant naturally occurring antibo-
dies are found in IVIG are selected by nature for very defined
FcRn interaction properties, despite being very diverse in their
variable domains.

The pharmacokinetics of IVIG fractions in three different
mouse models

In order to test the hypothesis of a correlation between
heparin binding and in vivo PK, we determined the clearance
of the IVIG heparin fractions after single intravenous injec-
tions into three different mouse strains. Wild-type FcRn mice
(strain C57BL/6) have normal levels of murine FcRn. Human
IgG1 shows a higher affinity to murine FcRn than the endo-
genous mouse IgG.30–32 Therefore, the injected human anti-
bodies can outcompete endogenous mouse IgG. The mouse
strain tg32 is homozygous for human FcRn and bears
a homozygous murine FcRn knock-out. It serves as a model
for human FcRn-mediated antibody turnover. Endogenous
mouse IgG does not interact significantly with human
FcRn.30–32 Consequently, this mouse strain shows decreased
murine IgG levels due to poor FcRn-mediated recycling. The
third mouse strain was mice lacking the mFcRn α-chain
(B6.129 x 1-Fcgrttm1Dcr/DcrJ) and is referred to as FcRn ko.
Due to the absence of FcRn-mediated sorting and recycling in
these mice, the PK of antibodies is essentially dominated by

Figure 1. IVIG fractionation on a preparative heparin column. The blue trace
shows the UV absorption at 280 nm; the red trace indicates conductivity. Gray
areas indicate where fractions 1, 2 and 3, respectively, were collected.

Figure 2. (A) Retention of IVIG fractions and control samples on hFcRn column; peaks 1 and 2 of the retention time standard, which are used for the calculation of
the relative retention time, are indicated. Briakinumab and ustekinumab are shown as examples for unusually strong and “typical” examples, respectively. (B) Re-
chromatography of IVIG fractions by analytical heparin HPLC.
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pinocytosis followed by lysosomal degradation. Clearance
should, therefore, be a direct metric for the extent of pinocy-
totic IgG uptake, which is irreversible due to lack of FcRn-
mediated salvage.

Confirming our hypothesis that heparin retention can
serve as metric for pinocytosis rate of IgGs, we found
a more than two-fold higher clearance of the high heparin
affinity fraction 3 compared to the low heparin affinity frac-
tion 1 in the FcRn ko mouse model (Figure 2A). This may be
attributed to enhanced pinocytotic uptake of IgGs with strong
binding to the heparin column. Fraction 2 was cleared at an
intermediate rate compared to fractions 1 and 3. In both the
FcRn wild-type and the human FcRn transgenic mouse
strains, differences of clearance between fractions 1, 2 and 3
were smaller, with a trend toward faster clearance/shorter
terminal half-life of fraction 3 (Figure 3 and Supplementary
Table 1).

Combining predictors for pinocytosis and FcRn recycling

In previous studies, it was shown that FcRn binding at low pH
and release at neutral pH plays an important role for antibody
PKs.7,10,21,22,28,29,33,34 Specifically, IgG retention to column-
immobilized FcRn, bound at low pH followed by elution
using a pH gradient, correlated with terminal half-lives
in vivo for a set of related mAbs.28,29 However, FcRn binding
alone is not sufficient to reliably predict PK. Conducting
mouse PK studies with heparin-fractionated endogenous
human polyclonal antibodies (IVIG), we demonstrated that
binding on the negatively charged heparin column alone can
be indicative of significant difference in clearance, even for
samples with identical FcRn binding characteristics. We

therefore investigated if a combination of the heparin and
FcRn column assays can improve the predictivity for in vivo
PK in vitro.

In order to validate this assay combination, we determined
the heparin and FcRn column retention times of 41 internal
mAbs and bispecific antibodies with known clearance in
cynomolgus monkeys (Figure 4A). Only molecules that did
not show TMDD or anti-drug antibody formation were
included in the analysis. Clearance values were categorized
into four categories (fast: >12 mg/kg/day; intermediate: clear-
ance between 8 and 12 mg/kg/day, slow: clearance between 8
and 2.5 ml/kg/day, and very slow: clearance <2.5 mL/kg/day).
Based on these data, a window of heparin and FcRn column
retention times can be defined, which allows the prediction of
slow/intermediate vs. fast clearance. In the dataset we studied,
90% of the antibodies within this “good PK” window (28 of
30) and 74% of the antibodies outside the window (14 of 19)
were categorized correctly. We purposefully set stringent cri-
teria, i.e., a small window in order to decrease the likelihood
of falsely categorizing antibodies with fast clearance while
accepting the possibility of incorrectly predicting the clear-
ance of slow-clearing antibodies. Interestingly, many of the
fast-clearing compounds are bispecific antibodies. While we
do not yet understand the reasons for their fast clearance, the
heparin/FcRn chromatography combination is able to capture
and correctly predict this fast clearance, irrespective of the
actual antibody format.

To further characterize the capability of this prediction
method, we tested a set of immunoglobulins that comprise
the variable regions of 131 clinical-stage antibodies in the
heparin and FcRn column retention assays (Supplementary
Table 2). These variable domains were grafted on a common

Figure 3. Serum concentration vs. time profiles for fractions 1, 2 and 3. (A) FcRn ko mice. (B) hFcRn Tg32 homozygous mice. (C) wild-type (C57BL/6) mice. (D)
Clearance of IVIG fractions in the different mouse models. Clearance values represent the mean ± S.D. of five mice per experiment. The red-dotted line marks the
assay detection limit. Asterisks denote statistically significant differences (** p ≤ 0.01, *** p ≤ 0.001, **** p ≤ 0.0001) as determine by one-way ANOVA plus
a posteriori Holm-Sidak test.
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IgG1 Fc domain, transiently expressed in HEK cell culture
and kindly provided by the authors of a previous study of
these 131 molecules.35 This set of molecules is meant to span
a sequence variety encountered in currently investigated ther-
apeutic antibodies. Of this set, 87% (115 of 131) show FcRn
and heparin retention times that fall into the slow/intermedi-
ate PK window, indicating that sufficiently low heparin bind-
ing and sufficiently efficient FcRn release is characteristic for
most clinical-stage antibodies. Assuming that more recent
projects (i.e., antibodies in Phase 1 and 2 clinical trials) were
generally developed with better understanding of antibody
PK, it can be observed that 91% of the Phase 1 or 2 molecules
(42 of 46) fall within the low heparin and low FcRn binding
window. These results further validate our approach of com-
bining the heparin and FcRn column as an in vitro prediction

tool for mAbs, and provide arguments for applying this win-
dow to new lead molecules (Figure 4B).

Discussion

In contrast to small molecules, antibody serum clearance is not
mainly governed by hepatic metabolism and renal excretion but
by intracellular degradation. Major processes influencing the
IgG clearance are nonspecific uptake into endothelial and hema-
topoietic cells via fluid-phase pinocytosis and FcRn mediated
recycling. Much of the available literature has focused on FcRn
mediated recycling as a key driver for differential antibody
clearance rates. Here, we focus on the other main component
of clearance, fluid-phase pinocytosis, to explain differences in
antibody PK and to develop an assay that captures them.

Figure 4. (A) Correlation of heparin and FcRn column retention for Roche clinical candidates colored according to qualitative clearance in cynomolgus monkeys (dark
green, very slow, <2.5 mL/kg/day; green, slow, <8 ml/kg/day; yellow, intermediate >8 and <12 ml/kg/day; red >12 ml/kg/day). (B) Heparin and FcRn column
retention of antibodies from to Jain et al.35 Heparin and FcRn binding data were generated as part of this study. The color code reflects the year in which the INN was
first assigned. Uste* and Bria* denotes the variable domains of briakinumab and ustekinumab on a common IgG1 constant region.
Cutoffs were chosen manually to separate mAbs with fast and normal clearance. IVIG fractions F1, F2, and F3 were added for comparison.
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Based on reported PK differences of antibodies that differ
in their Fv charge, we hypothesized that these differences are
caused by nonspecific binding of the antibody to the glycoca-
lyx of endothelial cells, thereby affecting the pinocytosis rate.
In order to test this hypothesis, we used antibody retention to
column-immobilized heparin as a surrogate for the glycocalyx
interaction, affecting pinocytosis rate as a driver for clearance.
IVIG was selected as a model system for therapeutic IgGs
because it contains a vast repertoire of highly different human
antibodies from multiple donors. Testing of IVIG fractions
drastically reduced the number of samples to be tested com-
pared to mAbs, as each IVIG fraction contains a huge number
of IgGs with diverse sequences that share a similar heparin
column retention behavior.

Strikingly, IVIG shows a narrow distribution of FcRn
binding, i.e., FcRn affinity column retention time. The FcRn
column peak width of IVIG is nearly as narrow as for purified
mAbs (Figure 2A), indicating that FcRn binding, and thus
FcRn-mediated recycling, is tightly controlled by nature.
Interestingly, mAbs developed for therapeutic use span
a wide range in FcRn column retention (Figure 4). This
finding reflects in part the large differences in clearance of
therapeutic antibodies compared to endogenous ones.

In contrast to FcRn, IVIG heparin retention spans a wider
range (Figure 1). Heparin, as a poly-anionic ligand, can separate
antibodies according to their ability to directly interact with
heparin, but mainly according to their charge properties. We
determined the differences in pI distributions of the three IVIG
heparin fractions reported in this study by isoelectric focusing
(Supplementary Figure S1) and found a correlation between
heparin retention and pI. MAbs have been found to cover
a wider range of heparin retention than IVIG, especially toward
higher retention times. IVIG represents a mixture of “typical” and
predominantly long-lived human immunoglobulins. We assume
that antibodies with fast clearance should be under-represented in
IVIG preparations because, in such cases, clearance would coun-
ter-balance production. Since antibodies with fast clearance are
expected to be under-represented in IVIG, we aimed at isolating
the extreme tail (fraction 3), i.e., the fraction comprising about 5%
of the strongest heparin binders in order to also cover this range.

Confirming our hypothesis that heparin retention can serve
as a measurement for fluid-phase pinocytosis, the IVIG fraction
with the lowest heparin retention (fraction 1) showed the lowest
clearance, and therefore the lowest pinocytosis rate in FcRn
knock-out mice (Figure 3). In these mice, every pinocytotic
event generally leads to the degradation of the pinocytosed
IgG. Therefore, differences in clearance can be directly corre-
lated with differences in pinocytosis rate, making these mice an
excellent model for studying the pinocytosis behavior of differ-
ent therapeutic antibodies in vivo. IVIG fractions 2 and 3, which
were selected for their increased heparin retention, also showed
an increase in clearance in this mouse model, accordingly. Wild-
type (C57BL/6J) mice showed a less pronounced difference
between heparin fractions of IVIG (Figure 3C). The expression
of onlymurine FcRn in thismouse strain, which showsmarkedly
higher affinity to hIgGs compared to human FcRn,36–39 could
explain this observation. The C57BL/6J mouse model is not ideal
to predict IgG clearance in humans because it overestimates the

contribution of FcRn to IgG recycling.40 To test whether this
correlation still holds true in a model with high predictive power
for human antibody PK,40 we determined the clearance in
hFcRn Tg32 homozygous mice. Similar to FcRn knock-out
mice, this mouse model also showed a direct correlation of
clearance with heparin retention. Considering the near-
identical retention time of the three IVIG fractions on the
FcRn column (Figure 2A), it is most likely that the difference
in clearance did not arise from varying FcRn recycling, thus
strengthening our confidence in the predictive power of the
heparin column for nonspecific antibody clearance in humans,
mediated via pinocytosis.

Mimicking the two major processes of nonspecific IgG clear-
ance, i.e., pinocytosis and FcRn-mediated recycling, we combined
the retention of the heparin and the FcRn column in order to
achieve greater predictivity of antibody clearance (Figure 4). By
defining a threshold in both dimensions, we separated molecules
with clearance in cynomolgus monkeys in the typical range
(<12 ml/day/kg) from antibodies with atypical PK with 90% of
the molecules in the “good PK” window being categorized cor-
rectly. We set a stringent cutoff to exclude fast-clearing antibodies
from the development process with high probability, even at the
cost of falsely flagging a slow-clearing antibody. Our rationale was
to be able to advance molecules within the “good PK” window
quickly from the lead identification to optimization phase without
an in vivo PK study, which we only deemed necessary at this stage
as a confirmatory measurement for molecules that received
a heparin-FcRn column PK flag. We gained further confidence
in the predictive power of flagging fast-clearingmolecules through
this assay combination by testing a set of 131 clinical-stage ther-
apeutic antibodies (all on a common IgG1 Fc).35 These antibodies,
especially those in earlier stages, have undergone PK evaluation
before entering clinical phase. Furthermore, the majority of mole-
cules with PK properties that were prohibitive for their therapeu-
tic or commercial success were most likely not developed to this
point, and would therefore bemissing from this dataset. Thus, it is
expected that most of these antibodies should have PK properties
that are compatible with clinical development; however, consis-
tent and comparable PK data for this set of antibodies are not
available in the literature. We found that 87% of the clinical-stage
molecules fall within the “good PK” window of heparin and FcRn
column retention, confirming the applicability of this assay for
antibodies originating from various development backgrounds.
Heparin and FcRn chromatography represent additional charac-
terization parameters that are essentially uncorrelated to com-
monly used biophysical readouts addressing hydrophobicity and
self-interaction (Figure S3). A weak correlation was only observed
between FcRn relative retention and the cross-interaction chro-
matography retention time35 and affinity capture-self-interaction
nanoparticle spectroscopy.35

We conclude that the assay combination is most useful as
a de-risking tool for fast clearance in early antibody profiling
and developability assessment. However, the results are lim-
ited to the flagging of fast-clearing compounds, while the
assay cannot reliably rank compounds within the slow/inter-
mediate clearance range by PK. Further development of pre-
dictive in vitro assays is required to add more granularity and
rank compounds quantitatively.
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Material and methods

Samples

Antibodies shown in Figure 4A were expressed in-house via
transient transfection in HEK293 cells or via stable CHO cell
lines and purified with standard techniques to achieve a purity
of >90% by SEC. Antibodies shown in Figure 4B were kindly
provided by Adimab and prepared as described previously.35

IVIG fractionation on heparin

IVIG (SUBCUVIA, manufactured by Baxter) monomer and
dimer fractions were separated via preparative SEC (HiLoad
26–60 Superdex 200, GE Healthcare) using phosphate-buf-
fered saline running buffer. Fractions containing monomeric
IVIG were pooled, followed by buffer exchange to low-salt
buffer A (20 mM Tris pH 7.4) using Amicon Ultra 15 (30 kDa
MWCO, EMD Millipore) according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. Five commercially available heparin columns
(HiTrap Heparin HP, 5 ml, GE Healthcare) were connected
in line and equilibrated with buffer C (20 mM Tris pH 7.4) at
a flow rate of 5.0 mL/min. A total of 50 mg monomeric IVIG
was injected. Two minutes post-sample application at a flow
of 2ml/min, the column was washed with 25 mL of buffer C at
a flow rate of 5 mL/min, followed by a linear gradient from
0% to 40% buffer D (20 mM Tris, pH 7.4, 1 M NaCl) over 7
column volumes. The column was re-equilibrated with buffer
C. Detection was performed with a UV detector at 280 nm.
Fractions of 2 mL were collected and pooled according to
Figure 1, buffer exchanged to 20 mM histidine, 140 mM NaCl,
pH 6.0, and concentrated using Amicon Ultra 15 (30 kDa
MWCO, EMD Millipore) according to the manufacturer’s
instructions.

Analytical heparin affinity chromatography

Samples were re-buffered in 20 mM histidine, pH 5.5 to
reduce ionic strength and ensure complete binding.
A commercially available heparin column (TSK-Gel
Heparin-5PW 5 × 50 mm, Tosoh Biosciences) was equili-
brated with buffer A (50 mM Tris pH 7.4) at a column
temperature of 25°C and a flow rate of 0.8 mL/min. A total
of 35 µg protein was injected. Two minutes post injection,
a linear gradient from 0-55% buffer B (20 mM Tris, pH 7.4,
1 M NaCl) over 16.5 min was started. Buffer B concentration
was increased to 100% over 0.5 min and held for 4 min before
the column was re-equilibrated with buffer A. Detection was
performed with a UV detector set at 220 nm. In order to make
results from different runs and different buffer and column
lots comparable, relative retention time (trel) was calculated
using a standard sample with a high retention time according
to Equation 1:

trel ¼
tsample

tstandard
(1)

with tsample and tstandard indicating the retention times of the
sample and the standard sample, respectively.

FcRn affinity chromatography

Analytical FcRn affinity chromatography was performed
using a commercially available FcRn affinity column (Part
No. 08128057001, Roche), pre-equilibrated with 80% buffer
A (20 mM MES sodium salt, 140 mM NaCl, pH 5.5) and 20%
buffer B (20 mM Tris/HCl, 140 mM NaCl, pH 8.8) at a flow
rate of 0.5 mL/min and a column temperature of 25°C.
Samples were prepared as above. A total of 30 µg protein
was injected. Ten minutes post injection, a linear gradient
from 20% to 100% buffer B over 70 min was started. One
hundred percent buffer B was held for 10 min before the
column was re-equilibrated with 80% buffer A and 20% buffer
B. Detection was performed with a UV detector set at 280 nm.
In order to make results from different runs and different
buffer and column lots comparable, and to compensate for
slight retention time drifts, a standard sample was measured
at the beginning and the end of each sequence and after every
10th run. The relative retention time (trel) was calculated
according to Equation 2.

trel ¼
tsample � tstandardpeak1

tstandardpeak2 � tstandardpeak1
(2)

Determination of the isoelectric point by isoelectric
focusing gel electrophoresis

Heparin fractionized IVIG was dialyzed overnight in 3 mM
Tris, pH 3.8. Samples were mixed with Novex™ IEF Sample
Buffer pH 3–10 (2X) (ThermoFisher), loaded onto a Novex™
pH 3–10 IEF Protein Gel (ThermoFisher) and run according
to the manufacturer’s instructions. After staining with
Coomassie (SimplyBlue™ SafeStain, ThermoFisher) according
to the manufacturer’s instructions, the pI of IVIG fraction
protein bands were determined by comparison to IEF Marker
3–10 (ThermoFisher).

Size-exclusion chromatography

Samples were separated using a TSK-Gel G3000SWXL col-
umn (Tosoh Bioscience) with 0.2 M potassium phosphate,
0.25 M KCl, pH 7.0 as the mobile phase at a flow rate of
0.5 mL/min. A UV detector at 280 nm was used to detect and
quantify proteins.

Capillary gel electrophoresis

Protein capillary gel electrophoresis was performed on
a Caliper LabChip GXII (Perkin Elmer) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions.

In vivo experiments and bioanalytics

The study was conducted using female mice lacking the
mFcRn α-chain (B6.129 x 1-Fcgrttm1Dcr/DcrJ; abbreviated
mFcRn ko), female B6. Cg-Fcgrttm1Dcr Tg(FCGRT)32Dcr/
DcrJ mice (abbreviated hFcRn Tg32), and female wild-type
C57BL/6 mice. hFcRn Tg32 mice carry a knock-out allele of
the FcRn α-chain and are homozygous for a human FcRn α-
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chain genomic transgene under control of its human
promoter.

Mice received a single intravenous injection into the tail vein of
the respective IVIG fraction (dose level 5 mg/kg) (n = 5/dose
group).

In hFcRn Tg32 and wild-type mice, serial samples of blood (20
µl) were collected from each animal at 5 min, 7, 24, 48, 72 h and
then weekly for up to 4 weeks after the injection, and in FcRn ko
mice at 5 min, 1, 2, 4, 7, 24, 31, 48, and 72 h. Blood was collected
from the tail vein over K3 EDTA as anticoagulant. Plasma was
separated by centrifugation and samples were stored at −20°C until
analysis. All animal experiments were conducted according to
applicable guidelines and approved by Swiss authority. The animal
laboratory is AAALAC accredited.

Plasma concentrations of IVIG IgG in murine serum samples
were determined by a human IgG-specific electro-
chemiluminescence immunoassay method. Briefly, plasma sam-
ples, pre-diluted with assay buffer, were incubated with capture
and detection molecules for 9 min at 37°C. Biotinylated
mAb<H-Fcγ-pan>M-IgG was used as capture molecule and
a ruthenium(II)tris(bipyridyl)3

2+ labeled mAb<H-Fcγ-pan>M
-IgG mouse mAb was used for detection. Both antibodies were
generated and labeled in-house. Streptavidin-coated magnetic
microparticles were added and incubated for additional 9 min at
37°C to allow complex formation due to biotin–streptavidin inter-
actions. Complexes were magnetically captured on an electrode
and a chemiluminescent signal generated using the co-reactant
tripropylamine was measured by a photomultiplier detector. All
plasma samples and positive or negative control samples were
analyzed in replicates and calibrated against the administered
IVIG heparin fraction using a cubic-parameter fitting model.

The PK parameters were estimated by standard non-
compartmental analysis, using the PK evaluation program
Phoenix WinNonlin 6.4 (Phoenix®). Individual plasma concen-
tration-time profiles were used for parameter estimation.
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